Intermetallic ternary nanoalloys (NA) have increasingly gained prominence as excellent catalysts. But, their size, morphology and chemical compositions affect their catalytic and interfacial activities significantly. In this study, we present laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) for rapid quantitative elemental composition characterization of ternary NAs with different elemental ratios. Specifically, we use a calibration-free approach with LIBS to estimate the elemental ratios of PtCuCo ternary NAs with various stoichiometric ratios synthesized via our in-house laser ablation synthesis in solution-galvanic replacement reactions (LASiS-GRR) technique. The size and morphology of the samples are determined from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements. The LIBS quantitative estimations for the NA samples are compared with results from inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The elemental ratio results of quantitative LIBS show good agreement with ICP-OES results, while being devoid of any external standard requirements or extensive sample preparations.
INTRODUCTION
The demand for sustainable power resources has escalated the development of efficient electrochemical energy conversion and storage systems. Heterogeneous nanocomposites (HNCs) and nanoalloys (NAs) play pivotal roles in catalyzing the corresponding cathodic and anodic reactions in the systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Specifically, for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), Pt-based binary and ternary NAs have been increasingly researched as efficient yet, costeffective alternatives to pure Pt as catalysts for the cathodic oxygen reduction reactions (ORR) [2, 6, 7] . To this end, the elemental/composition ratios of such heterogeneous nanostructures can tune the corresponding band shifts and structures, which in turn can influence the reactant/intermediate adsorption energies in Pt-based ternary NAs [2, 3] . Thus, rational design of these NA catalysts demand detailed quantitative characterization of their elemental compositions in an efficient and accurate manner.
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a relatively non-destructive spectrochemical characterization technique that involves the collection and processing of spectral emissions emanating from micro-plasma generated by a focused high-irradiance pulsed laser ablating the analyte of interest [8] . The constituents and properties of the plasma bear spectral fingerprints for the sample composition as obtained from the emissions. In recent years, LIBS has been effectively employed for various analytical studies involving combustion [9] , and environmental/bio-hazard analysis [10] , pharmaceutical [11] , and biomedical [12] applications. Till date, LIBS has largely been recognized as a well-established analytical tool for bulk material characterizations. To this end, only a handful of investigations have reported the use of LIBS for metal/intermetallic NPs including iron oxide nano-powders/NCs [13, 14] , Al nanoparticles [15] and Pt based nanocatalysts [16] .
In this article, various PtCuCo ternary alloys were synthesized using Laser Ablation Synthesis in Solution-Galvanic Replacement Reaction (LASiS-GRR) technique developed in our laboratory. While their structural properties were confirmed by TEM and EDX, LIBS was employed for quantitative estimation of elemental ratios of the PtCuCo ternary alloys and the results compared with ICP-OES.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All NA samples for the present study were synthesized using our recently developed LASiS-GRR technique described elsewhere [2] . Briefly, the PtCuCo NAs are synthesized by ablating Co targets with a pulsed laser (1064 nm; 10 Hz with 360 mJ/pulse energy and 4 ns pulse width) in a mixture of K2PtCl4 and CuCl solutions. The colloidal solutions are then treated with HCl acid at pH2 for 12 hours followed by centrifugation at 4700 rpm for 8 mins. The resultant samples (precipitates) are marked as PtCuCo-1, PtCuCo-2, and PtCuCo-3 respectively. Finally, the precipitates from centrifugation are collected and deposited on silicon wafers that are prewashed with water and ethanol to remove any residues for LIBS analyzation. Specifically, around 10 μl of the NP colloidal solutions are drop-caste on Si substrates to result in the material loading densities of 1mg/cm 2 for all the samples. All LIBS measurements are carried out in ambient conditions that facilitate simple and easy execution of the experiments. The LIBS set-up has been described in our earlier works [16] .
LIBS methodology
Atomic transition lines are chosen from the NIST Atomic Energy Levels Data Center [17] or from other sources otherwise based on the relative lines strength, and transition probabilities. To gain maximum accuracy in our results for each element in the samples the optimum gate delays are determined based on the variations of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of gate delays for the respective elemental species. The SNR is calculated by measuring the peak signal value at the specific wavelength of interest for a spectral line divided by the noise of the spectra. The noise is defined as the root mean square over the baseline (~ over 40 pixel) adjacent to the analyte peak. The optimum-SNR (Iem) is used as the effective emission for the population density calculations of the respective atomic species based on the Boltzmann distribution:
where Ni, Aki, λki, gk, gi are atomic number densities at the lower energy state, Einstein's transition probability, emitted wavelength, and statistical weights for the upper (k), and lower (i) energy states respectively for the specific atomic transition of interest. ∆Eki is the energy difference between the k, and i states, and Texc is the plasma temperature at the optimal gate delays determined for the species of interest. Boltzmann, and Planck's constant are indicated by > is the average population density of element X undergoing transitions of different k levels to the same i level. The validity of Eq. (1), and the linear Boltzmann plot for plasma temperature calculations are based on the local thermodynamics equilibrium (LTE) conditions for the laser-induced plasma, which typically is established beyond 1µs [8] . Fig. 1 shows the representative TEM and XRD results for the PtCuCo ternary NAs synthesized using our LASiS-GRR technique. Fig. 1a indicates that the synthesized ternary NAs are spherical with mean diameter ~20nm. The uniform distribution of Pt, Cu, and Co is confirmed through high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image and EDX mappings (Fig. 1b-e) . Figs. 1f and 1g show the EDX spectra at the identified spots (indicated by * in Figs. 1d and 1e) respectively. The Ni and C peaks in the EDX spectra are resulted from the carbon film with Ni grid. Moreover, comparing the peaks, it can be observed that the amount of Pt is greater than Cu and Co in the synthesized ternary NAs. To quantitatively characterize the elemental ratios in the NA samples, the samples are deposited on silicon wafer for LIBS measurements. Table 1 shows the atomic emission lines used for the population density calculations. The lines are chosen based on their high transition probability, line strength, and lower energy states [17, 18] . To obtain the optimum SNR (Iem) for improving the accuracy of quantitative estimations, the temporal evolution of SNR for different emission lines obtained from LIBS are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of gate delay for a fixed gate width 5 μs. The optimum gate delay for Pt I (306.47nm), Cu I (324.75nm), and Co I (345.35nm) atomic transition lines are determined to be all ~4 μs. The respective spectra of the samples at 4 μs are illustrated in Fig. 3 to indicate the different atomic transition lines of the analyte species of interest. Fig. 3 a & b also indicate a wide range of other detected Pt I transition lines that are used for constructing Boltzmann plots and plasma excitation temperature calculations. These lines and their properties are listed in the supplementary information. Three different samples with various stoichiometric ratios were prepared using LASiS-GRR technique to generate a wide range of elemental ratios. The plasma excitation temperatures are estimated from the linear fits to the Boltzmann plots obtained from Pt I lines listed in supplementary information (Fig. 4) . From the slopes of the fits (R 2 ~0.93 -0.96), the plasma excitation temperatures are estimated to be 6566.99 ± 776.98 K (PtCuCo-1), 5585.71 ± 772.71 K (PtCuCo-2), and 5108.70 ± 798.27 K (PtCuCo-3) at 4 μs. Upon estimating the plasma excitation temperature, the population densities of various species of interest are calculated and the corresponding estimated molar percentages are reported in Table 2 for the different ternary alloys. Finally, the elemental ratios obtained by LIBS are compared with corresponding results acquired from ICP-OES measurements. Table 2 , show relatively large deviations from the LIBS results and hence, the detection limitations of LIBS in the extreme cases. The population density depends exponentially on the plasma excitation temperature. Therefore, the uncertainties in the population density can be related to the errors in the plasma excitation temperatures and shot-to-shot variations in the laser-induced plasma. Considering the minimal sample preparation, ease of operation, and no need for standard samples the results acquired by LIBS are satisfactory when compared to ICP-OES measurements. 
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